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1. INTRODUCTION 
For many years now, researchers in human-machine interaction have been working on 
methodological processes which can be used for the design and evaluation of the interactive 
systems found in a human-machine system context (Singleton 1974, Woods 1986, Millot 
1988, Abed et al 1991, Millot and Debernard 1993, Kolski and Millot 1991, Kolski 1997, 
Helander et al 1997, Hollnagel and Cacciabue 1999, Moussa et al 2000).  

Software design models and methods are also available in Software Engineering. These 
often prove to be rather unsuitable when the system in question is interactive. For example, 
the notions of analysis and modelling of human tasks and characteristics, along with the 
notion of ergonomic evaluation of the software, are not dealt with. 

Consequently, the first part of this article deals with the main propositions made in the 
Software Engineering field. An overall critical view is developed, and then several HCI 
enriched models are reviewed. 

The second part of the article is an in-depth description of a process, called the U-model, 
which we originally proposed at the beginning of the 1990s, and which has now been 
improved and progressively validated during many industrial projects. This process takes its 
source from the models described previously, whether they have been enriched or not from 
the human-machine interaction angle. 

In the third part, we describe a case study called INFRAFER, which was part of a project 
sponsored by the French Ministry of Education, Research and Technology, and which 
involved three partners: RFF (Réseau Ferré de France, Paris), CORYS TESS (Grenoble), and 
the LAMIH. During this project, which aimed at the design and evaluation of an interactive 
decision support system to be used in a railway investment, we based our studies on a 
methodological process adapted from the U-model. 
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2. LIMITATIONS OF THE SOFTWARE ENGINEERING MODELS AND HCI 
ENRICHED CYCLES  
 
The aim of a software development model (or cycle) is to specify the logical or temporal 
order in which the stages to produce a software programme happen, whether the software is 
interactive or not. Over the past fifteen years, there has been an important move away from 
the classic cycles of software engineering such as the Waterfall models, V-models, spiral and 
incremental models (and their variations), towards cycles which integrate the human 
dimension and greatly favour prototyping. 

Before examining the properties of these human-machine oriented design cycles which we 
will call HCI enriched models, we will give a brief description of the classic cycles according 
to the manner in which they implicitly or explicitly deal with human-machine interaction. It 
should be noted that these cycles are described in detail in many books and articles (Kolski 
1997, Sommerville 1994, Thayer and McGettrick 1993). 
 
2.1. Classic development cycles provided by software engineering 
 
The waterfall model designed by (Boehm 1981), is one of the first models which appeared to 
meet industrial needs in terms of productivity and software quality. It defines a sequential 
performance of the development process stages; returns are only possible to the previous 
stage in order to take any deficiencies identified into account. As far as the development of an 
interactive system is concerned, no analysis or modelling of the potential user tasks is 
recommended. In fact, these extremely important notions are considered simply according to 
the common sense of the most experienced designers and in a most informal manner during 
the first stage. The user aspect is only involved, implicitly, in the final stages of evaluation of 
the product developed. It is clear that the waterfall model cannot be adapted, as it is, to suit a 
problem of interactive application design in which certain general principles such as the 
analysis of user needs, the user characteristics, the development of prototypes as from the first 
phases of the design process, iterative evaluation, etc., are very important.  

The V model (McDermid and Ripkin 1984) is used in many companies and is 
recommended by industrial quality promotion organisations. There are different variants of 
this model (Jaulent 1990, Thayer and McGettrick 1993, Arlat 1995). It structures the stages of 
the cycle, which remain identical globally to those of the waterfall model, into two processes: 
(i) downward for the specification and design; (ii) upward for the validations and tests. The 
plan, means and methods to evaluate and validate the results of the phase must be included in 
each phase of the downward approach. This concern with providing for the evaluation of the 
system as far upstream as possible, and precisely with regard to each phase, is an undeniable 
strong point of the V model. However, it only provides for very limited returns, which can be 
a handicap for an iterative design. It should be noted that this model is criticised when the 
focal point in the development is a software programme with a high interactive content. 
Indeed, the analysis and modelling of human and user tasks are not situated. However, 
because of its simplicity and ability to be applied to any application, several authors, 
including (Kolski 1997) and (Coutaz 1995), chose it and adapted it as a development 
framework for interactive applications.  

Unlike the first two models, the spiral model introduced by (Boehm et al 1984) represents 
an iterative process, figure 1. This model is very interesting for the development of highly 
interactive software, given that needs are formulated progressively, and the various risks are 
analysed and resolved as and when encountered. Unlike the previously mentioned models, 
this one has the advantage of evaluating risks and not beginning the detailed development of 
other less risky software elements until the high risk elements have been resolved. The other 
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advantage, which would seem to indicate promising perspectives for the development of 
interactive systems, is that of prototyping which introduces the evaluation of the solutions 
envisaged from the beginning of the cycle. The disadvantage of the spiral model is that it does 
not explicitly integrate the analysis and modelling of the users, even though its process 
implies them; they are left to the appreciation of the designer, as with the previous models. 
The spiral model is the same as the incremental model as far as prototyping is concerned: as 
from a given phase (generally the architectural design phase), the process is iterated several 
times, resulting each time in the production of increments, figure 2. Each increment 
corresponds to an operational software programme which gets closer each time to the finished 
product through the addition of functionalities; the evolutions between increments are guided 
by operational experiments (ESA 1991, Arlat 1995). However, like the other models, the 
specificities linked to human-machine interaction are not explicitly dealt with and therefore 
remain at the appreciation of the designer. This model can therefore also be improved. 
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Fig. 1. Spiral model  
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Fig. 2. Incremental model  
The traditional models suggested in software engineering are therefore very generic and 

better suited to the development of software which is not very interactive, or not interactive at 
all, than to the interactive applications we are concerned with, which must be as useful as they 
are usable. However, these models remain at the basis of the methods and models used for 
human-machine interaction, called HCI enriched models, which will be dealt with in the 
following paragraphs.  
 
2.2. Enriched cycles for the development of interactive systems 
 
The idea of enrichment modifies several essential aspects of the classic cycles, making it 
necessary to reconsider their structure and organisation (Kolski et al 2001). Nevertheless, the 
models suggested do not necessarily claim to provide total coverage of a project aimed at the 
design and development of an interactive system. The main concern of these models is above 
all to emphasize, from the methodological point of view, fundamental aspects such as the 
modelling of human tasks, the iterative development of prototypes and the evaluation of the 
human-machine system. Even though these models have possible limitations, it is interesting 
to examine some of them and to identify the strong points of each one as regards the problem 
of interactive systems. These models are to be considered as theoretical and methodological 
frameworks for an interactive system development process, rather than finished tools. 

In this part, we concentrate essentially on the enriched models made up of interconnected 
phases based on classic models from the field of Software Engineering (described in 2.1). 
This is why we have chosen in this paper not to consider methods and models based on a 
theory (or elements of a theory) of human interaction with machines and the environment (cf. 
3.1).  
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As an example, the model developed by (Hartson and Bohem-Davis 1993), figure 3, 
makes it possible to integrate particular stages for the development of an interface in an 
existing software engineering method, selected by the designer. Indeed, this model translates 
the wishes of authors to divide any development process into a period of specification and a 
period of implementation, in alternation.  
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Fig. 3. User interface design cycle according to (Hartson and Boehm-Davis 1993) 
 

The Curtis and Hefley model (1994) merits careful consideration as for each of the classic 
stages of Software Engineering, it situates the work to be performed, in the left-hand part of 
the model around human-machine interaction, and in its right-hand part around the aspects 
usually linked to software development, figure 4. It therefore specifies the additional tasks 
which must be performed throughout the project, which can be an extremely useful aspect for 
project leaders. 
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Fig. 4. Model showing User Interface Engineering/Software Engineering integration 
(Curtis and Hefley 1994) 
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The model designed by (Hix and Hartson 1993), also called the star model, figure 5, 
situates evaluation at the very centre of the complete cycle, thus showing possible 
interactions/iterations between each of the stages. The evaluation stage is seen as an 
intermediate stage which makes it possible to protect the development team from an ultimate 
rejection, which can be seen as a sanction. Even though this model is fairly far from being a 
classic model, this idea makes it interesting. It does not impose an order in which the stages of 
the process must be performed, although in practice the development activities are placed at 
the end of the cycle. It should be noted that it implies a participative design aimed at the early 
detection of usability problems, requiring a high degree of user implication because of this 
central idea (Hix and Hartson 1993, Poltrock and Grundin 1995).  
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Fig. 5. Star model (Hix 1995) 
 

The ∇ model (pronounced "nabla") (Kolski 1997, 1998), built following a double V-
shaped cycle, situates the various software engineering stages necessary for the development 
of an interactive system, and at the same time differentiates the actual interface (left-hand part 
of the model) from the support (or applicative) modules which may be accessed from them 
(right-hand part), figure 6. Nabla is based on progressive confrontation between a real model 
and a reference model, in which the reference model corresponds to the so-called ideal 
human-machine system, considering the points of view and the needs of the various users 
concerned by the human-machine system in question. The result of this confrontation leads to 
the identification of relevant data in order to specify an interactive system which is adapted to 
the informational needs of the users, as well as to the needs as regards the user-support 
module cooperation mode. The specifications are then evaluated and validated from a socio-
ergonomic point of view, in order to check the relevance of the integration of new solutions 
into the human-machine system in question. The evaluation aspect is situated at the centre of 
the project, suggesting an iterative process in the left-hand parts as well as in those on the 
right. It ends with an acknowledgement stage which is symbolically separated into an HCI-
oriented acknowledgement and an application-oriented module acknowledgement. 
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Fig. 6. Nabla model for the development of interactive systems 

 
2.3. Discussion concerning these models 
 
The HCI enriched models we have presented prove to be unequal, with a varying degree of 
closeness to software engineering. However, they all include promising ideas as regards the 
problem posed by human-machine systems.  

Nevertheless, a certain number of limits can be mentioned; for example, in the case of the 
star model, the task analysis stage is only indirectly validated by a prototype. Indeed, the 
prototype only concerns a part of the development of the interactive application, i.e. the 
contractual external specifications of the application. As regards the Hartson and Boehm-
Davis model, the authors suggest that once the presentation has been confirmed, the software 
development process should then take place for the functional aspects of the application 
according to the classic software engineering methods. Consequently, any implication of the 
task in the functional part is excluded, unlike other methodological design frameworks such 
as MUSE*/JSD (Lim and Long 1994), TRIDENT (Bodart et al 1995), GLADIS++ (Buisine 
1999), etc. This limitation is also found in the Nabla method. Indeed , the Nabla method does 
not clearly explain the modelling of the user and the human tasks by showing their connection 
with the interface specification (they are in fact integrated into the analysis box of the human-
machine system). Moreover, like the V model, Nabla expresses itself in a series of very 
limited returns, which can be a handicap for iterative design. The model does not indicate 
anything concerning the making of a prototype (this idea only appears in its original literal 
description). On the other hand, the Nabla model is an interesting attempt on the part of 
software engineering to connect to cognitive ergonomics, done here by taking human factors 
into account, and also through ergonomic assessment. 

Globally, we can note here that most of the models (whether they are enriched or not) do 
not suggest formal use and user models within the process. This is a pity given the active 
research currently being performed on this subject.  
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As regards evaluation, several authors suggest that it could be of two types: formative 
(during the design, the development of the interactive system) or summative (after a full 
system has been deployed) (Hix and Hartson 1993, Hix 1995). In the models described above, 
it could be said that in the waterfall and V models, along with the Curtis and Hefley model, 
the assessment is potentially summative; in the spiral, Hartson and Boehm Davis, and Hix and 
Hartson models, the assessment is more formative; the nabla model could potentially integrate 
the two types of assessment (formative by comparing the two models and working with a 
socio-ergonomic point of view, summative in the acknowledgement stage). 

Therefore, it can be said that no perfect model exists; they all have their strong and weak 
points. 

3. U-MODEL FOR THE DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF AN INTERACTIVE 
SYSTEM  
 
In the previous part, we have highlighted limits inherent in the development models. This is 
the context in which, for the past few years, our research projects have been aimed at defining 
a theoretical and methodological framework for the design and evaluation of interactive 
systems. This framework is based on a process, called the U-model, figure 7. One of the 
striking characteristics of this model is that it situates stages – which do not exist in classic 
software engineering models, which remain very general - during which the human factors 
must be considered by the development team. 

U-model is structured into two phases, as can be seen in figure 7: (i) a descending phase 
with the modelling of the human-machine system, which leads to its implementation, (ii) an 
ascending phase made up of the evaluation of the overall system, according to system 
efficiency criteria and also strictly human criteria. 

It should be noted that this model has been partially or completely applied in many 
industrial projects over the past ten years:. 

On the practical level, we have introduced several levels of description corresponding to 
the different stages of the U-model’s development cycle. Each description level gives rise to a 
model which, through successive transformations, will guarantee continuity of analysis 
throughout the project.  

 

3.1. U-model, descending phase of design and creation 
 

The beginning of this phase starts with two essential steps which take place simultaneously 
and mark the beginning of the project: (i) the analysis of what exists and of the need (ii) the 
analysis of the process and its environment :  

- The analysis of what exists is intended to provide a structuring framework, as regards 
future activities as well as technical solutions. In the applications we are concerned 
with, we want to design new systems based on operational systems or otherwise, 
which correspond to new tasks or to tasks which are the result of integrating several 
existing tasks which have been performed separately up to now. Based on the analysis 
of the activity, the main aim of the analysis is to clarify the user’s knowledge of the 
task along with the representation he/she has of it (Bainbridge 1978 ; Hoc and 
Samurcay 1992). At this level, the task description must be free from the constraints of 
existing tools which are imposed and for which the user develops compensatory 
strategies in order to resolve any possible weaknesses (Reason 1988). The analysis 
activity can be performed using various techniques: interviews, written work reports, 
expert analysis reports, questionnaires, critical incidents, monitoring… (De Keyser et 
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al. 1987 ; Wilson and Corlett 1996). This analysis can also obtain information from 
written procedures and from experts in the field.  

- The analysis of needs is not only concerned with a factual view of the existing system, 
but also with the underlying need which is expressed through what exists and also 
through wishes voiced by the users or assessed by the ergonomists. The specification 
of needs should therefore be able to tackle what exists through the organisation and 
work requirements of the users, it should specify and formalise their needs and 
especially a set of requirements as regards the future interactive system.  

All of the data resulting from this phase must be transposed, if possible, into a single 
“source” model. This model, along with the representation support it uses, is the break 
point in the project. As such, it must act as a stable framework for the development of the 
following stages, especially by providing the design teams with a starting point :  
- To define the global data structure for the system (information handled) and the 

actions each user is likely to perform using the human-computer interface,  
- To identify the main functions of the system,  
- To trace back all the ergonomic constraints linked to the operator’s mission and 

his/her work context in terms of needs, 
- To identify the division of tasks between the operator and the machine (cf. hereafter). 
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In parallel, the analysis of the process makes it possible to list the technical constraints 
according to the various foreseeable execution modes. The definition of a process model can 
be based on methods which enable a better approach not only to the functioning of the system 
and the sub-systems which compose it, but also to any foreseeable dysfunction. Two main 
types of method can be identified (Fadier 1990, Villemeur 1992): 
 
• The first methods, which are generally well-known to automation and computer scientists, 

are intended for the analysis of a normally functioning system and its description 
according to structural and functional aspects. As examples, we can mention SADT 
(Marca and McGowan 1988), SA-RT (Hatley and Pirbhai 1991), SA (DeMarco 1979), 
MFM (Lind 1990), the object-oriented methods, especially UML (Booch 1994), Petri nets 
(David and Alla, 1994). 

• Other methods, mainly stemming from the fields of system maintenance and reliability, 
can be used as a complement to the analysis of a normally functioning system, such as 
FMECA (Recht 1966) and FTA (Hassl 1965) for example. The use of such methods aims 
at defining the various foreseeable cases of dysfunction and at determining the reparatory 
actions to be taken into account in its composition. These actions also lead to the 
definition of the prescribed human tasks in the human-machine system. 
 
After these two preliminary stages, a model of the human-machine system can be created 

in order to identify and organize all of the tasks to be fulfilled by the operator-machine 
couple. Several existing models deal with task modelling, based on the principle of hierarchic 
decomposition. This principle makes it possible to gradually introduce levels of detail which 
are increasingly fine (breakdown of tasks into sub-tasks) according to the structure of the 
system to be created (Buisine 1999), or "Concur Task Tree" models (Paterno 2000). The 
representation formalisms of these models make it possible to note the properties (attributes) 
of each task and the way they relate, thus expressing the dynamics of the model, i.e. the 
logical and/or temporal constraints. It is also important to represent the data in connection 
with the tasks in order to link the application data to the treatment it authorizes.  

Following the modelling of the human-machine system, a distribution1 of tasks between 
the machine and the human operators can be performed in two ways, either in parallel or after 
the decomposition process, answering the question "who does what?". Tasks are distributed in 
relation to the characteristics and treatment capacities of each one, as there are no strict 
conditions to be respected. Amongst the influencing factors, the following can be mentioned: 
the repetitive elements, the memorisation capacity, decision taking, errors and error 
correction, rapidity of treatment, etc. It should be noted, however, that once the distribution 
has been performed, the human-machine system is definitively rigidified. Each task in the 
interactive system has a degree of interactivity. Three main categories of task can therefore be 
identified : (i) tasks in which the user alone is implied, this is called a manual task, (ii) tasks 
in which the applicative aspect alone is represented, these are called system tasks, (iii) tasks 
involving varying degrees of collaboration between the user and the system, these are called 
interactive tasks.  

Following the allocation of tasks, the method consists in concentrating on the tasks in 
which the human user appears as an actor, i.e. the interactive tasks. It is necessary to be able 
to specify the interface for each task, in particular as regards the information to be displayed 
and the technical reactions of the system, using the probable behaviour of the operator as a 
basis. It is a question of analysing and modelling the behavioural aspect of the human-
                                                 
1  The distribution of tasks is one of the points overlooked by current methods of task modelling. The division brings an 
element of solution to establishing the link between the analysis and design stages, by identifying the agent or agents which 
will have the responsibility of executing the task in question (Balbo 1994, Buisine 1999, Paterno et al. 1997). 
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machine interaction in interactive tasks, according to the goals to be achieved; this is the next 
step in the descending phase. At this level of task modelling, the aim is to establish the 
prescribed activities the users will have to perform. This must take into account the model of 
the various users in terms of limits and physical and cognitive resources, relating not only to 
the acquisition and processing of information, but also to the existing activity models of the 
phase in which the needs and existing elements are analysed. The user model is the subject of 
a vast and complicated field of research aimed at understanding the human reasoning process. 
In this field, a number of methods and models based on a theory (or elements of a theory) of 
human interaction with machines and environment have been proposed: action-related 
theories (Norman 1986, Tijus and Poiternaud 1996, Theureau at Jeffroy 1994), activity theory 
(Nardi 1995, Fréjus 1999, Wehner et al 2000), problem resolution models and human error 
models (Rasmussen 1986, Cacciabue et al 1992, Moray 1997, Amalberti 1997). The latter 
models try to understand how and why human errors appear. Other research projects into 
artificial intelligence attempt to model concepts of generation and integration of agent plans, 
along with intentional states such as belief and intention (Rubin et al 1988). 

The modelling of interactive tasks will refer to procedures made up of elementary 
operations which the operator is supposed to perform to carry out the task. These procedures 
formalise the dialogue sequences defining the strategies and requests of an operator which are 
necessary to achieve the set goal. Each elementary operation has one goal which is expressed 
in the name of the operation associated to a “domain object”, for example “modify speed of a 
train". An object can be a single unit, or made up of several objects of the domain. There are 
two types of elementary operation: physical and cognitive. The physical elementary operation 
is expressed by visible actions on the human-machine interface, such as the input of a chain of 
characters, the selection of a value, etc. On the other hand, the cognitive elementary operation 
cannot be seen and represents mental activity such as comparison, choice, decision, or a 
combination of these three activity units.  

The detailed specification of the action procedures must refer to two types of 
complementary analyses: 
• In terms of planning which concerns the detection of rules or heuristics to be used and 

decision strategies to be taken into account. For example, in railway control, the detection 
of conflicts brings different types of reasoning into play which can be used by the 
controller, such as intersection at kilometric points, two-way traffic, use of depot lines, 
etc. 

• In terms of optimisation of the choice of action which defines a set of criteria for the 
development of possible action paths leading to the performance of the task. These criteria 
include notions of risk, safety, efficiency, feasibility, cost, etc. For example, in railway 
control, a situation of interference between trains calls upon a conflict resolution strategy 
based on criteria such as spacing, timing, itinerary, speed, or a combination of these 
criteria. The criteria directly affect the performance of the trains and are also applicable to 
the tasks of regulation and situation take-over. 
In this way, the counting of the solutions possible in terms of planning and optimisation 

should show up the informational needs of the users, corresponding to the data necessary to 
perform the different tasks, as well as to their needs in support tools (functions), which can be 
in the form of decision support systems (alarm filtering, diagnosis, planning, etc.).  

For task modelling, researchers can use propositions coming from both software 
engineering and the cognitive sciences. The orientation of the cognitive sciences is directed 
towards the way of characterizing and identifying tasks, thus contributing to the task analysis 
phase, for example TKS (Johnson et al 1991, 1999), MAD (Sebillote 1995, Scapin and 
Pierret-Golbreich 1990) or GTA (Van-eylen et al.1996). On the other hand, the orientation in 
software engineering is directed more towards the provision of notations for the 
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representation of tasks and their relationships. It should be noted that today, the formalisms 
lack formal engineering techniques for task modelling. The expression of task models in an 
informal manner leads to the risk of incorrect interpretation by the people involved in 
development. In fact, informal modelling does not encourage the building of reliable systems, 
given that it does not eliminate the possibility of incorrect interpretations of models. 
However, from another point of view, the techniques should provide notations with sufficient 
power of expression to be able to describe possible actions clearly, so that they are not too 
complex in order to be usable by people who have limited knowledge of mathematics. In this 
context, the support tools for the modelling and analysis of tasks provide valuable help for the 
building of task models and their use by designers: concerning this, see the following 
software environments: PetShop (Navarre et al 2002), GLADIS++ (Buisine 1999), MAD* 
(Gamboa-Rodriguez and Scapin 1997), TAMOT (Lu et al 1999), E-TOOD (Abed 2001, 
Tabary 2001). 

The task model resulting from this stage is the specification source for the human-
machine interfaces and support tools, and also contributes towards other goals such as: 
predicative analysis and evaluation concerning system usability, discussion support between 
the various actors in the project, reference model for the analysis of the real activity, as shown 
in figure 7.  

A preliminary evaluation of the task model can be performed at this level. This evaluation 
is intended to check whether the system model and the task model are compatible. The 
verification consists in checking whether the task model is included in the system model, 
which proves that the user can perform his task with the system as it is defined in the model. 
Whenever the result is deemed unsatisfactory, a modification is introduced at the system 
model level in such a way as to produce task models which are compatible with the model of 
the new system.  

Once the informational needs and support needs have been identified, it then becomes 
possible to define and specify an architecture for the human-machine interface. Its 
specification aims at analysing and defining the behaviour of the interface. It is different from 
the specification activity in the classic software engineering field in that the interactions 
described in the specification are concentrated on the relationships between the user and the 
interactive system. It is a question of strictly identifying the ergonomic needs and techniques, 
and then defining the number of screens to use, the display sequences, the information 
presentation modes, the activation modes for the various support tools, the modalities for 
human-machine dialogue, etc. This passage must also comply, in principle with the temporal 
and structural relationships of the task model produced beforehand. The dynamics of the 
dialogue become more difficult to describe when the user is given a maximum degree of 
freedom; he can then trigger several dialogue lines at the same time (multi-line dialogue). 
These constraints make it necessary to specify the behaviour of the human-machine 
interaction both coherently and with no ambiguity. In order to overcome these constraints, the 
specification can be made easier by the joint use of a set of techniques.  

The formalisms for the specification of interactive systems currently available are 
numerous and varied. All of them have advantages and disadvantages, and no single one of 
them can be regarded as an exhaustive specification. In the work of (Brun 1998) and (Jambon 
et al 2001) we find criteria2 for choice allowing the evaluation of the respective qualities of 
the formalisms and the method of choice3 of a formalism. The choice of a formalism or of a 
                                                 
2 This study uses twelve criteria, grouped together into three categories: (1) power of expression, (2) generating 
capacities, (3) extendibility and usability. 
3 These authors introduce four sequential stages in the choice of a formalism: (1) choice according to the 
activity, (2) choice according to the appropriateness of models, (3) choice according to the power of expression 
and (4) choice according to the degree of usability. 
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specification notation is a strategic decision during the development process of an interactive 
system. A badly adapted formalism will make the specification activity difficult and increase 
the specification time whilst discouraging the development team; at worst, it will be the 
source of inaccuracies which will lead to design errors. There are several classifications of 
these formalisms, for example: graphic or textual (Dix et al 1998); with states and events 
(Tarby and Barthet 1996); according to a user or system perspective (Harrison and Duke 
1994); according to the origin of formalisms (cognitive sciences, graph theory and algebraic 
approaches) (Brun 1998). 

It is very important during this stage to take into account a set of criteria resulting from 
software ergonomics, relating for example to the coding of information, to coherency, to 
readability, to the various representation modes possible, etc., whilst aiming to avoid as far as 
possible the sources of human error coming from problems of perception, identification or use 
of information, for example. For this, it is possible to turn to recommendation manuals (Smith 
and Mosier 1986, Vanderdonckt 1994), as well as to style guides (Windows, MacIntosh, 
OpenLook, Motif…). However, the use of the style guides will be reinforced advantageously 
by the presence of a specialist in human-machine communications. It should be noted that the 
specification must also conform to the norms and/or standards applicable in the application 
field. 

The specification must lead to the development of two types of model : (i) an Abstract 
Interface Model which defines the information to be presented to the user in an abstract 
manner, as well as the dialogues allowed to interact with this information in terms of abstract 
interaction objects; (ii) a Concrete Interface Model which specifies the return of this 
information in terms of concrete interface objects, corresponding to elements of the tool box 
(menus, check boxes, etc.). The specification of the human-machine interfaces leads to the 
last stage in the descending phase of the U-model, that of the creation and integration of the 
complete human-machine system or of its prototype on site and/or in a simulation situation. 
This implementation stage transforms the concrete interface specifications into a 
representation which can be used directly by a graphic tool box or a human-machine interface 
generator. There are three types of tools which can be used: (i) generators of source codes in a 
given language; (ii) UIMS type generators; (iii) interpreters which do not generate an 
implementation file but which interpret the model directly during execution (Myers 1993, 
Fekete and Girard 2001). 

It should be noted that over the past ten years, a new research orientation has been 
emerging, based on the paradigm of Model-Based user interface Design (MBD). This 
research movement aims at federating tools, formalisms and methods, with a view to creating 
units, which are grouped together in the development environments and more or less cover 
the development cycle. The major disadvantage of MBD type approaches is the complexity of 
the models and notations which are generally difficult to approach and manipulate (Myers 
1995). They are therefore generally equipped so as to encourage the understanding of their 
complexity. The term generally used to refer to these environments is: Model Based Interface 
Development Environments MB-IDE (Szekely 1996). 
 
3.2. U-Model, ascending evaluation phase 
 

As current knowledge concerning the human operator and the cognitive aspects linked to 
the work place is too incomplete to be able to envisage open loop design, an evaluation stage 
must be used. This is the role of the ascending phase of the process. 

The evaluation of a human-machine system consists in checking that the operator is 
capable of performing his or her task using the interface provided. If this interface has not 
been designed correctly, it can lead to the rejection of the system. On the other hand, a well-
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designed interface will make possible a harmonious integration into the operator’s task of the 
capacities of the system which has been developed, by providing the operator with precious 
help and support. Between these two cases, the consequences on the user’s work can be 
varied (Kolski 1997). Two properties are usually explored in the evaluation of a human-
machine interface: usefulness1 and usability2 (Shackel 1991, Grudin 1992, Farenc et al 1996, 
Bastien and Scapin 2001). Many authors have given their own definition of these properties, 
or have characterized their attributes so as to be able to measure them (Senach 1990, Nielsen 
1993, Grislin and Kolski 1997). 

This field of research is currently booming to such an extent that many methods are 
available and several classifications of these methods have been suggested. As quoted by 
(Grislin and Kolski 1997), a distinction is often found between predicative approaches and 
experimental approaches; this is the case, for example, in the classifications developed by 
(Nielsen and Molich 1990, Hix 1995). The predicative approach is performed on a theoretical 
representation of the system and requires neither real system nor user. On the other hand, the 
experimental approach is based on a real system (mockup, prototype, etc.). 

The U-model recommends an approach based on the diagnosis of use. This approach is 
applied when there is an experience in using the overall system, or part of it. In this 
evaluation, we generally concentrate on the performance of the entire system, on the one hand 
according to user behaviour during interaction with the system (for example the time required 
to perform a task, the accuracy of the result, the number and type of errors, the difficulties 
encountered, compliance with the installation’s safety recommendations, the operator’s 
opinion, especially concerning the dialogue interface and any support systems, and finally the 
operator’s work load), and on the other hand according to the system in terms of differences 
between the production and the aims. 

As shown in figure 7, the ascending phase requires the definition of strict experimental 
protocols, intended to define not only the way in which the tests are performed, but also the 
data to be obtained (Millot and Debernard 1993). This stage is not simple in that some data 
cannot be directly observed and does not make it possible to measure the difficulties 
encountered by the users. Some measurements are manual, whereas others concern non-verbal 
behaviour, thus requiring equipment (such as a monitoring system, measurement of heart 
beat, measurement of eye movement, etc.). It also requires the choice of representative users 
performing representative tasks in a representative context (McKenna 1996, McGee et al 
1998). The measurements can be performed very early on in the design process; that is to say 
when the design choices have merely been envisaged, unlike the design test approach. 

The cognitive analysis of activities and the processing of the resulting data can be 
structured in operational sequences and formalised into models of the task performed or the 
real task, and can lead to a comparison between the tasks truly performed by users and the 
prescribed tasks defined in the descending phase, Figure 7 (Abed and Angué 1994).  

The principle of modelling the operational sequences consists in comparing on the one 
hand the eye focus sequences and on the other the objective data selected by the observer 
model, i.e. the information displayed and its content, the operator’s physical actions and the 
machine events. This objective data is then enriched and completed with the functional inter-
operator dialogues (if there are any) and the comments of the operators on their own activity, 
and with questionnaires and individual self-confrontation interviews with the operators after 
                                                 
1 Usefulness concerns the appropriateness which exists between the functions supplied by the system and those necessary 
for the user to perform the tasks assigned to him correctly. It is linked more to the functionalities of the software.  
2 Usability takes into account the quality of the man-machine interaction in terms of ease of learning and use, as well as 
documentation (Grislin and Kolski 1997). Generally speaking, the addition to the human-machine interface of functionalities 
intended to make for easier use sometimes has the opposite effect of complicating the user’s task (Palanque 1997). Scapin 
and Bastien (1997) prefer to use the term "Ergonomic Quality" of interactive software to show that as much interest is given 
to the functionalities of the software as to its interface. 
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each manipulation session. The questionnaires provide information concerning the attitude 
and opinion of the human operator as regards the human-machine interaction. On the other 
hand, the self-confrontation interviews make it possible to obtain complementary 
explanations concerning the operator’s cognitive behaviour, to confirm (or otherwise) 
hypotheses made by the analysts, and so on (Theureau, 1992). The correlation represents a 
flow of data on observable activity which, when broken down and analysed, makes it possible 
to reconstruct the operator’s behaviour and his or her real task. Thus, the confrontation 
between the real/prescribed task leads to the identification of the mental processes brought 
into play as well as the resulting work rules, and also to obtaining a general behaviour model 
which groups together all the strategies used by the various operators to perform one task. The 
principle of the confrontation mechanism3 consists in generating a reference model (initially 
corresponding to the prescribed task model) and in enriching it iteratively using the 
differences noted between the prescribed task model and the models of real activity. The 
reference model obtained is considered to be exhaustive once all the activity sequences 
concerning one task have been confronted. It is called the "general model" in figure 7. In this 
way, it is possible to obtain an exhaustive description of the strategies used by the operators in 
order to perform any given task. 

The result of the confrontation makes it possible either to validate the human-machine 
system or to show up its shortcomings and to improve it progressively, especially as regards 
the human-machine interfaces and support tools. The final model resulting from the 
confrontation thus makes it possible to generalize specific human behaviour in particular 
work conditions, which can be used again in situations with similar systems. 
 
3.3. Conclusion on the U-model 
 

Our general model enables us to better situate a group of notions which are essential (from 
the human factor angle) for the development of interactive systems and which do not appear 
clearly from classic software engineering cycles (such as the waterfall, V or spiral models, 
etc.).  

In its original version, this model made it possible at the time to begin to position the first 
stages which appeared to be fundamental (shaded stages on figure 7) as regards the design 
and assessment of interactive systems (Abed, 1990, Abed and Angué 1990, Millot and 
Roussillon 1991). Since then, over the past ten years, it has been progressively enriched by 
adding stages, most of which are the result of research carried out during numerous industrial 
projects (air traffic control (Abed 1992, Millot and Debernard 1993), railway supervision 
(Ezzedine and Abed 1997), chemical process supervision (Kolski et al 2000), etc.), for 
example : 

- The stage called “Analysis of existing and/or reference situation” did not exist 
previously,  

- The same is true of the stage called “Analysis and choice of decision support tools”, 
- The comparison or confrontation of the activity model to a reference model has also 

become increasingly detailed according to the experience acquired, 
- Other stages are currently being validated concerning the integration and use of 

ergonomic and expert knowledge in the initial phases of the development process 
(Abed 2001); some of these will be presented in Part 4. 

The model can be adapted according to the specifications of the application. Thus, the 
case study presented in the next part of the paper explains how it was necessary to adapt it in 

                                                 
3 Further information concerning the methods of confrontation using algorithms based on the Petri net theory is to be found in 
(Bernard 1994, Palanque 1997, Abed 2001). 
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the framework of the design and evaluation of an interactive decision support system in the 
field of rail transport. 
 
4. CASE STUDY: INFRAFER PROJECT 
 
4.1. Industrial context 
 
The case study involves a joint project between CORYS TESS, RFF (Réseau Ferré de France) 
and the LAMIH, performed as part of a project named PREDIT (1999-2001) which was 
sponsored by the French Ministry for Education, Research and Technology (Paulhac et al 
2001). This work resulted in an interactive decision support system named INFRAFER (in 
french: INFRAstructure FERroviaire) which was intended to help the company RFF, the 
owner and manager of the French railway network, to manage its investments in its 
infrastructures. Insufficiency in infrastructure may only be revealed by indicators such as the 
rail transport capacity. This capacity is expressed according to the journey time, it is defined 
by "the number of trains with a given journey time which can travel on a section of track”. 
The aim of the system is therefore to find the capacity of the existing infrastructure or of a 
fictive infrastructure. The comparison of these two types of infrastructure will account for the 
true economic factor of an investment (which can amount to several million euros). 
 
4.2. Analysis of the human-machine system and the existing systems 

 
As we have explained previously, the analysis of the human-machine system is an important 
part of the model. A system must be designed to satisfy the end users to the greatest degree 
possible; for this, it must take user needs into account. The analysis also serves to study the 
strong and weak points of the existing systems. 

The needs of the users (in our case, the experts from RFF) were established following 
many meetings with the company, including the examination of case studies on rail transport 
capacity. The aim of the system was defined with the company’s experts: it must indicate the 
number of additional rail convoys on a line in one direction and must give the times of 
departure and arrival according to parameters given by the user: case study schedule interval, 
spacing time between trains on departure and arrival, type of rail convoys to be inserted, etc. 
The system must also be user-friendly, and simplify data entry; it must be simple to 
implement and also present its results as clearly as possible so that non-experts are able to 
understand them. 

The systems and methods which exist in the field of rail transport were studied and 
evaluated as regards the needs of the users. It was found that the methods of evaluation of 
saturation and capacity of railway infrastructures are many and varied; they can be classified 
according to the following approaches: 

 
• Analytic formulae: these are methods based on the evaluation of average minimum 

times of successions Ts of the various trains. These formulae are different from each 
other in their different methods of approaching Ts and by the different margins 
adopted according to the level of quality required. Included among them is the UIC 
form developed in 1979 (UIC 1979), the CFF method (Swiss Federal Railway 
Company), the formula used by the SIMON software programme, the NS and FS 
formulae (quoted by (Hachemane 1997)). The UIC formula is mainly based on the 
average length of succession, it does not give the capacity for a given type of train. 
The CFF formula gives the rate of saturation and not the capacity. The method used by 
the SIMON programme is applicable mainly to cases of homogenous traffic. The FS 
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formula uses hypotheses which are too simplistic whereas the NS formula uses data 
which is difficult to obtain. The use of these methods does not provide a precise result 
concerning capacity. 

• Probability formulae: these are methods which can be used when the exact schedule 
grid is not known. They are therefore based on a probability evaluation of the 
distribution of trains and they form hypotheses on the distribution of traffic. The DB, 
and Schannhäusser formulae (quoted by (Hachemane 1997)) are included in the 
probability methods; they both use the hypothesis that the distribution of the number 
of trains appearing in a given time period is governed by a Poisson law. The method 
developed by Florio is based on the probability of two trains being in conflict (Florio 
et al, 1998; 1995). This method is not adapted to our situation because the users have 
schedule grids and they are seeking the exact number of rail convoys which can be 
added. 

• Schedule construction methods: This are methods which start from a given schedule 
grid and use theories to develop the densest grid possible with no "convoy loss”: this 
therefore corresponds to the most saturated situation possible. It has two variants: the 
compacting method which, using a traffic graph corresponding to the line section 
being studied, has as its principle to narrow the gaps between convoys as much as 
possible without changing the ordering, the journey time, and the immobility time. A 
"compacted time" is thus determined and the time available can be deduced through 
the difference with the reference time. This method is used by the Computer Aided 
Timetable Design systems used by the SNCF, called SOFTIME by SYSTRA 
(SOFRERAIL 1992). The compacting method makes it possible to know the quality 
of a schedule grid more than the availability of convoy space. The CAPRES system 
(support system for the analysis of capacity of railway networks) consists in 
developing the most saturated schedule on the network. This system has several 
disadvantages, the main one being that the user must enter the entire infrastructure 
(Hachemane 1997). 

• Simulation methods: these are computer methods which do not perform theoretical 
calculations but which simulate the traffic of various known trains and the various 
events which can happen on a network. It is therefore possible to have a visual idea of 
the level of quality and strength of a grid. These methods mainly allow the verification 
of feasibility of a given schedule grid. There are a number of software programmes 
based on the same principle, such as FASTA (EPFL 1991), RAILSIM (SYSTRA 
Consulting) and SISYFE (Fontaine and Gauyacq 2001). 

The comparison of all these methods in relation to the needs of the user shows that up to 
now, there is no method which completely satisfies the criteria sought by the ultimate users. 
The methods presented are either complicated to use, or they do not give the exact number of 
additional convoys. The U-model presented previously will therefore be adapted for the needs 
of the project. 
 
4.3. Design and creation of an interactive decision support system 
 
The existing formulae and methods for the calculation of railway capacity are not appropriate 
for the needs of the users (who, in our case, are also experts in their field). As the financial 
consequences of the decisions taken are enormous, the need for correct results which satisfy 
the users led to the enrichment of the U-model by a knowledge extraction phase, figure 8. 
This phase makes it possible to establish a method for the calculation of capacity following 
the method used by the experts.  
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Fig. 8. Enriched U-model (Lepreux et al 2001b) 
The knowledge extraction phase is broken down into several stages: 
  
• The first stage enables the acquisition of a degree of competence for dialogue with the 

experts in the field. It must begin with a bibliographical acquisition of knowledge. Similar 
systems which have been developed in industry or in laboratories must also be studied, 
thus enabling the designers to become familiar with the calculation principles and the 
presentation of information linked to the field in question.  

• The second stage involves the acquisition of knowledge from experts during regular 
meetings, using interview techniques (Olson and Rueter 1987, Preece et al 1994, 
Macaulay 1996) and the analysis of written reports and documents (Sperandio 1991, 
Maguire 2001), along with case studies. With an aim to illustrating our point using a 
concrete example related to our case study, figures 9 and 10 show respectively (1) an 
extract from the written reports of an expert during a meeting to explain the notions which 
appeared to be essential to him, and (2) an extract from the documents used by the experts 
as a basis. The report extract has several parts: a diagram showing the functioning of a 
railway device (an automatic luminous block), the rules for the construction of a graph 
which both the expert and the system must respect, a commentary which situates the 
context of the diagram and the resulting formulae.  
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Fig. 9. Expert’s written report during a description with the analysts 
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Fig. 10. Documents frequently used by the expert : Technical information concerning a 

railway line 
This disparate knowledge is broken down into concepts and elementary rules. A global 
model of the activities is made (an extract is shown in Fig. 11; it is based on the SADT 
method: SADT means System Analysis, Design Technique). The analysis of the railway 
infrastructure includes several stages; first, the data necessary for the analysis must be 
obtained, followed by the action required which includes either the increase of capacity 
(through the calculation of residual capacity) or the evaluation of the schedule grid in 
relation to the infrastructures. 
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Fig. 11. Global modelling of the activities performed by the experts 

• Finally, the third stage consists of an analysis and evaluation of the concepts and rules by 
experts until an agreement is reached. When this stage is performed, great importance is 
given to the way in which the experts imagine interaction with the system as well as the 
presentation of information. At this stage, models on paper and then software models are 
presented to the future users of the decision support system (who in our case are expert 
users) ; following an iterative process of assessment, explanation, modification and 
validation (Lichter et al. 1994), we aim to finish up with a version which corresponds as 
closely as possible to the needs (cf. figure 12). The copy of a screen at the bottom on the 
left shows the final window of the system; it demonstrates that  this window is the result 
of the modelling of expert knowledge and is true to their work approach.  
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Fig. 12. Progress of designing interface 

 
4.3.1. Architecture of the Interactive Decision Support System 
 
Using the analysis of expert knowledge previously performed, the essential functions linked 
to the expert approaches were identified. They were structured according to a set of modules. 
Figure 13 represents the modules integrated in the software architecture (by circles) and their 
relationship with the data files (rectangles). An arrow directed from a module towards a file 
indicates that the module is writing in the file, whereas an arrow directed from a file towards a 
module indicates that the module is reading the file (Lepreux et al 2001b). The system’s 
architecture is based around eight modules: 
 
• The first module directs the other modules. 
• The reference mark editor is the module with which the user creates, modifies or deletes 

reference marks. The role of the reference marks is to situate all the units representing the 
railway infrastructure. 

• The train editor enables the user to create, modify or delete trains and all their physical 
characteristics (composition, locomotives…). 

• The section editor gives the user the possibility of creating, modifying or deleting sections 
which describe all of the elements of the infrastructure. Several exploitation scenarios can 
be built and tested in one same section 
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• The scenario editor enables the user to create, modify or delete scenarios. The scenarios 
cover the typical running of all trains in a basic traffic pattern or in a modified traffic 
pattern. 

• The calculation module has the role of determining the residual capacity of typical 
running on a portion (one or several segments) and/or a complete route in a time interval 
chosen by the user. The result of the various possibilities for the placement of 
supplementary convoys is then used by the simulation module to confirm or invalidate the 
schedules chosen.  

• The simulation module is intended to study the feasibility of a base scenario or a scenario 
modified by a calculation of capacity on a section. To do this, it simulates the movement 
of the trains, taking into account their dynamic properties, the properties of the track 
(slopes, ramps, curves….) and the signals. 

• The presentation module makes it possible to visualize the scenarios, capacities and 
results of the simulation and/or calculation in graphic or alphanumeric form.  

The calculation and simulation modules are independent: the system therefore provides the 
user with the possibility of launching just the calculation module if he or she has no 
infrastructure (to be described), or just the simulation module if he or she wishes to check the 
schedules, or the two can be linked to provide a network capacity obtained by calculation and 
checked by simulation. 
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Fig. 13. Diagram showing the links between INFRAFER modules (Lepreux et al 2001a) 
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4 .3.2. Human-Machine Interfaces  
 

The human-machine interfaces were progressively designed and tested in collaboration with 
the users. For a greater ease of use, the interfaces are all designed according to the same 
format. In this way, the user will need less training time and will get used to the interfaces 
more quickly (Nielsen, 1993). For the same reason, the same tool bar will appear in all the 
interfaces, featuring the classic editing functions such as new, copy, cut, paste and delete, and 
their symbols. 

The first module, shown in Fig. 14, is a "directing" module. Its interface presents the 
existing studies or allows the creation of new ones; it also enables the user to access the other 
modules or editors. The interfaces of the editors, such as the reference mark, train, section and 
scenario editors are very similar. They allow direct access to the respective data so that they 
can be rapidly consulted or modified. A graphic representation helps the user to become 
aware of the state of this data. 

Fig. 14. INFRAFER first window 
The calculation module interface offers the user the choice between the various modes of 

calculation which have been designed for the users (cf. Fig. 15). The user has the choice 
between several modes: "Auto", "Section", "Journey", "Global" and "Demand". Several of 
these modes require different parameters to be supplied by the user. The "Auto" mode 
requires no parameters; the users can use it when they want to have a general idea of the 
number of additional convoys. The "Section" mode allows the user to enter the journey times 
for each of the sections, the interest being that these journey times, which are not 
representative of existing traffic, could become representative in the future. The "Journey" 
mode enables the user to trace the reference convoy using an existing convoy. The "Global" 
mode distributes the overall journey time over each of the sections. In the "Demand" mode, 
the user can insert several types of additional convoys; these convoys can have different 
overall journey times and places of departure and/or arrival. 
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Fig. 15. Journey configuration window  
The interface for the simulation module is made up of an action window and a message 

window (Fig. 16). The action window represents the infrastructure in which the simulation is 
taking place. The trains are represented by arrows of different colours according to the type of 
train, which move along the infrastructure. The message window detects all the events which 
have occurred during the simulation; three types of message can appear:  
• Informational messages telling the user how the operations are progressing. 

• Warning messages indicating, amongst other things, the absence of departure signals and 
the crossing of warning signal points. 

• The error messages show the reasons for the unplanned interruption of the simulation, for 
example, because of a collision between two trains.  
The presentation module interface is made up of a window representing the journeys in 

the form of a space-time diagram; it includes the opening of another window containing the 
detailed schedule of a journey (Fig. 17). 
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Fig. 16. Simulation window 
 

4.4. Evaluation 
 

The evaluation is intended to check that the interactive decision support system, provided for 
the users, meets a set of evaluation criteria established during the first stages. There are 
several criteria to check: (1) performance criteria, the case study results must be validated in 
order to show the accuracy and reliability of the results; (2) the human-machine interface has 
to be checked and approved by the users from an ergonomic point of view. The evaluation 
takes place throughout the process, both upstream and downstream; it corresponds above all 
to a participatory approach (Muller et al, 1997). 

  
4.4.1. Evaluation according to performance criteria 
 
Two approaches can be used to test the calculation module results. The first uses the experts’ 
opinion. The second involves simulation. The validation is then done by comparing the 
various results. 

We studied the Bordeaux-Hendaye line which was chosen by experts because it is 
representative of the French railway network. The line is divided into 7 sections. It includes 
branches via which trains can be inserted or removed from the line; it also has varied spacing 
between the section limits on departure and arrival. The traffic established is represented by 
the presentation module on a Space-Time diagram. We carried out our research for each 
mode: AUTO, JOURNEY, SECTION, GLOBAL and DEMAND over different periods. For 
example, after launching the calculation module with the following parameters: section mode, 
study start at 15.00, study end at 18.00, no stopping time allowed at the section limits, no 
compulsory stopping time at the section limits, no overtaking allowed, no penalizing sections, 
the system indicates 12 additional convoys. The results are stored in a file which can be used 
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by the presentation module (cf. Fig. 17). The additional convoys and the established convoys 
can be distinguished in the presentation by different colours, each colour represents a different 
category of train. 

 

Fig. 17. Presentation of results 
In the INFRAFER system, a simulation module is provided and takes account of all the 

details concerning the infrastructure and the trains. The simulation is launched with the results 
from the calculation module in order to check the reliability of the results. This stage is 
performed in the presence of experts in order to allow them to analyse any errors or the 
correct functioning of the simulation. 
 
4.4.2. Ergonomic evaluation 
  
The interface was described at the beginning of the project; it then evolved throughout the 
project in order to meet the user requirements. At the end of the project, the interface must be 
evaluated (a posteriori evaluation) so that it will be completely accepted by the users. Any 
evaluation consists in identifying or foreseeing difficulties met by the users, in detecting the 
strong and weak points of the system, and in understanding the reasons for them. Figure 18 
shows a sample of the assessment forms filled in with a user during the assessment process. It 
is essential for the assessors to distinguish between the two evaluation properties for an 
interface, i.e. usefulness and usability (cf. 3.2). 

Usefulness can be evaluated by an analysis of a task and/or activities based on two main 
criteria: task appropriateness and work distribution. Task appropriateness consists in checking 
whether the cognitive procedures developed by the user are similar to those originally 
developed by the designer, and thus in estimating whether the task which has been redefined 
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by the user is compatible with the task to be performed. The distribution of tasks was decided 
in the descending phase of the U-model. It is therefore a question of checking whether the 
model obtained really corresponds to the expected model, during the various studies 
performed by experts when using the system.  

As regards the ergonomic evaluation, there is a series of well-known criteria and 
heuristics which aim at helping the assessor to estimate the ergonomic quality of the interface 
and to take decisions if necessary concerning modifications and/or improvements. Amongst 
all the existing evaluation methods, we selected an empirical approach which appeared to be 
the best adapted to our work. This method is widespread in the evaluation of user interfaces 
(Nielsen et al 1994; 1990) . 

Because of lack of space and also because the evaluations are performed in parallel to the 
design process, it is impossible to go into the details of the evaluations here. The most 
important point is no doubt the insistence of the experts (users of the system) throughout the 
project concerning the question of avoiding to a maximum the problems of human-machine 
interaction and repetitive infrastructure description tasks in order to concentrate on their 
railway investment research projects. The fine adjustment of the human-machine interfaces 
therefore went in this direction.  

 
Fig.18 : Assessment form filled in by a user during the assessment process  
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5. CONCLUSION  
 
One great difficulty in human-machine systems appears, concerning the methodological 
process to be applied to design and evaluate a system. 

The U-model has been described in detail in this article. Above all, the U-model provides 
a multidisciplinary study framework for the participants in a project of design and evaluation 
of an interactive system in an industrial context implying a certain complexity. This global 
model is intended to be generic. Thus, from one industrial application to another, according to 
its specificities, it can be necessary to adapt the process effectively.  

In this article, we have explained how it has been used in the context of the design and 
evaluation of an interactive decision support system in a railway investment (which can cost 
millions of euros). One of the centres of interest of this project is that the users of the system 
targeted are experts in their field who require support which closely follows their strategies 
and helps them correctly in their decisional processes; this support meets needs in simulation 
as well as in calculation. The U-model was markedly suitable in relation to this specificity.  
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